AK 074
RAINMARKS FOR NATO TANKS

A unique Streaking Grime effect specifically designed for vehicles painted in a tri-color camouflage scheme like those used by NATO. Shake well before use and then paint irregular vertical lines on the sides of your model from down to up. Afterwards, blend using a wide flat brush dampened with AK Interactive White Spirit.

We can mix it with any other product from the same range to vary the resulting color, in this case it has been mixed with AK022 Africa Dust Effects.

To create the effect of rain dirt dragging use the product applied in vertical lines and with a fine brush.

Once dry, with a clean brush dipped in white spirit AK011 we will soften it sweeping the surface vertically and in both directions achieving the desired effect.

Observe how the rain washes dirt causing it to accumulate in the crevices of the hull.
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